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Log Jam
by Alex Kochkin
There is a terrible log jam that is presently interfering with the larger transformational process
going to its next stage. Developing a plan and solution has been passed to our own higher
levels to address.
We are anticipating greater clarity as to the next step –hopefully before the end of September.
Perhaps hints will be “leaked” sooner. I continue to remind and question certain matters at
these levels to help keep things on track.
My concise view as of this writing is that (due to conditioning) most humans see no relevance
of “higher anything” to their existence. The large minority are open to something relating to
“discovering their spirituality”. Of that group, only a small portion are inclined toward spiritual
evolution and ascension. And of that group only a small percentage are “on track”. And of this
last group, there are variations, some significant, to each being’s ascension process –in other
words there is no one fixed ascension modality.
Of that portion of humans who are open to and interested in “spirituality”, the vast majority
are under the control of various religions, gurus, doctrines, beliefs, etc., etc. that have been
deliberately cultivated by the dark to keep potentially awakened humans in check. In the
recent era, this is readily traceable from the rise of the “theosophy” tendencies over a century
ago, and the contemporary “new age movement” –both under the control and direction of the
dark. This effectively sidelined what could have been an important renaissance of “civil
spirituality” –and is directly relevant to why we find most humanity still so mired in 3d and
the social-economic structures collapsing just as the planetary environment undergoes extreme
changes.
Overall, there is at present insufficient energy or impetus from the lower levels (human 3d,
etc.) to handle a new pattern for living, such as the simple 4-part formulation of Trust, Caring,
and Service in context of higher spiritual commonality. Hence, there is a short schedule for our
higher self levels to thoroughly examine all that is before them and in effect “pass judgment”
on themselves/ourselves.
Humanity overall does have an “appointment with destiny” –one way or another. This is an
ancient promise that will find its resolution soon.
The outcome may be a series of, if/then/else pathways. But I believe these will be short
pathways whose branching outcomes will be readily traceable by those who are closest to the
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process.
As we wrote in this edition of GA News, perhaps a large portion of humanity will find itself
having a near death experience (NDE) that leads to a more sudden awakening.
-ASK

Please see related article “Intervention from Our Own Higher Being” that can be found at
link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Intervention_GA_News_Aug09.pdf
… and “Swine Flu Pandemic? –Existential Crisis”
link: http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=316.msg4098#msg4098
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